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Distinct temporal hierarchies in membrane and cytoskeleton
dynamics precede the morphological polarization of
developing neurons

Annette Gärtner1,`,§, Eugenio F. Fornasiero2,*,`, Flavia Valtorta2 and Carlos G. Dotti1,3,§

ABSTRACT

Final morphological polarization of neurons, with the development

of a distinct axon and several dendrites, is preceded by phases

where they have a non-polarized architecture. The earliest of these

phases is that of the round neuron arising from the last mitosis. A

second non-polarized stage corresponds to the bipolar neuron, with

two morphologically identical neurites. Both phases have their

distinctive relevance in the establishment of neuronal polarity.

During the round cell stage, a decision is made as to where from the

cell periphery a first neurite will form, thus creating the first sign of

asymmetry. At the bipolar stage a decision is made as to which of

the two neurites becomes the axon in neurons polarizing in vitro,

and the leading edge in neurons in situ. In this study, we analysed

cytoskeletal and membrane dynamics in cells at these two ‘pre-

polarity’ stages. By means of time lapse imaging in dissociated

hippocampal neurons and ex vivo cortical slices, we show that both

stages are characterized by polarized intracellular arrangements.

However, the stages have distinct temporal hierarchies: polarized

actin dynamics marks the site of first polarization in round cells,

whereas polarized membrane dynamics precedes asymmetric

growth in the bipolar stage.
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INTRODUCTION
Neurons are extremely polarized cells, with axons specialized

in delivering electrical signals that trigger the release of

neurotransmitters from presynaptic contacts, and dendrites

specialized in sensing neurotransmitters through specific

receptors. This directional flow of information requires different

molecular equipment and a distinct architecture of axons and

dendrites. It remains an essential aspect in the neurosciences to

understand how these specific features of axons are acquired during

development.

Neuronal polarization starts at the time of neuron generation,
with the appearance of subtle molecular changes in the plasma
membrane sufficient to warrant the growth of a first neurite (de

Anda et al., 2005). We recently described that N-cadherin works
as an initial important asymmetric tag, which determines the
place from where the first neurite grows and to which the

centrosome and the Golgi are directed in a second step (Gärtner
et al., 2012; Pollarolo et al., 2011). The position of the second
neurite is fixed at the opposite pole (de Anda et al., 2008;

Menchón et al., 2011) by mechanisms that are still poorly
characterized. This bipolar architecture supports migration
(Hatanaka and Murakami, 2002; Sakakibara et al., 2014), as

well as subsequent axonal and dendritic growth (Noctor et al.,
2004), and thus influences the final organization of the entire
brain.

The initially defined axonal identity is cell-autonomously
regulated because isolated neurons in vitro can establish their first

growth axis cell-autonomously, in the absence of asymmetric
extracellular cues (Dotti et al., 1988; Powell et al., 1997).
However, non cell-autonomous cues can impinge on those

endogenous pathways and thus polarity establishment is a
dynamic intrinsic–extrinsic process, where gradients of secreted
molecules (e.g. reelin or Semaphorin 3A), extracellular matrix or
cell–cell interactions influence neuronal positioning and axon–

dendrite orientation, both in vivo and in vitro (Dimidschstein
et al., 2013; Esch et al., 1999; Esch et al., 2000; Gärtner et al.,
2012; Jossin and Cooper, 2011; Polleux et al., 1998; Polleux

et al., 2000; Tissir and Goffinet, 2003).

Much is known about the regulation of axon growth from an
already formed neurite (Polleux and Snider, 2010; Wiggin et al.,
2005), but neuronal polarization begins before the appearance of

the first neurite, and the polarity information must be transmitted
throughout all different morphological stages in order to finally
trigger polarized growth. How this is achieved has not been
studied up to now, and thus we set out to describe in detail two

morphologically symmetric stages, when the neuron is round and
when the neuron develops two, oppositely located, neurites. Our
results suggest that in round cells actin asymmetric dynamics has

a predominant role in determining the site of first neurite
formation; polarized membrane turnover in the bipolar neuron is
a major predisposing factor for the late occurrence of polarized

growth.

RESULTS
Intracellular dynamics in cultured hippocampal neurons at
the round cell stage
Axon elongation is preceded and accompanied by the polarized
flow of membrane cargoes (Bradke and Dotti, 1997; Bradke and

Dotti, 1998; Flynn et al., 2009), by the polarized destabilization
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of F-actin in a single growth cone (Bradke and Dotti, 1999) and
by the polarized stabilization of microtubuli (Neukirchen and

Bradke, 2011; Witte et al., 2008). In light of these observations,
we reasoned that similar polarized arrangements might precede
the formation of the first neurite in post-mitotic neurons. This
possibility was tested by time-lapse microscopy in developing

neurons in vitro.
To analyse this ‘pre-polarity stage’ in vitro, freshly dissociated

embryonic rat hippocampal neurons were transfected with GFP-

tagged membrane or cytoskeletal proteins immediately after cell
dissociation. Transfected cells were kept in suspension for 2 h to
avoid the initiation of differentiation before imaging, to provide

time for the synthesis of the fluorescently tagged proteins and
also to allow the regeneration of surface molecules which might
have been cleaved during cell dissociation (Takeichi and

Nakagawa, 2001). Cells were then transferred to poly-L-lysine
(PLL)-coated coverslips and immediately imaged using confocal
or wide-field microscopy, when still in the round morphology
stage. These round neurons might be the in vitro correlate of

round neurons in situ (see Attardo et al., 2008; Gärtner et al.,
2012).

To visualize microtubule (MT) dynamics we used the neuronal

specific plus-end-binding protein 3 (EB3, also known as
MAPRE3). The time-lapse analysis revealed that MTs grow in
a characteristic bipolar fashion, yet with the highest proportion of

microtubules extending to one pole of the round cell (Fig. 1A).
Next, we analysed F-actin dynamics at the round neuron stage by

transfecting cells with GFP-tagged utrophin cDNA (Utr-CH–GFP).

This F-actin probe is based on the calponin homology domain of
utrophin (Utr-CH), which binds F-actin without stabilizing it

(Burkel et al., 2007). Microscopy analysis revealed that filamentous
actin was highly polarized to one pole of the round neuron
(Fig. 1B).

To visualize the trafficking of newly synthesized membrane

proteins, freshly dissociated neurons were transfected with the
cDNA of GFP-tagged transferrin receptor (TfR–GFP), a marker
for membrane carriers (Burack et al., 2000). This cargo is

preferentially delivered to one pole of the round cell (Fig. 1C).
The exocyst component Sec8 is also highly polarized in these
round cells both in adhesion and in suspension (Fig. 1D),

suggesting that the polarized trafficking of membrane is
accompanied by polarized fusion.

In order to analyse endocytosis in round neurons, cells were

incubated with the lipophilic dye FM4-64, which is taken up by
endocytosis (Betz and Bewick, 1992). This experiment revealed
the highly polarized distribution of endocytotic organelles
(Fig. 1E). In agreement with this result, in neurons at this stage

the endocytotic markers Rab5 and EEA1 also presented a
polarized distribution (Fig. 1E; supplementary material Fig.
S1C).

We next sought to define whether any of these polarized events
temporally correlate with the first sign of morphological
polarization, that is, the growth of the first neurite. In previous

works we showed that the Golgi and the centrosome/microtubule-
organizing centre (MTOC) are highly motile before polarization
and become fixed at the base of the first neurite after this has

Fig. 1. Round neurons are polarized. (A–C) Time-lapse
imaging of hippocampal neurons that were transfected with
constructs encoding chimaeras of GFP and proteins labelling
different intracellular compartments. Neurons were imaged for
the indicated time immediately after plating. (A) Tracking of MT
plus-ends in neurons transfected with EB3–GFP. Left panels:
arrowheads indicate single plus-ends tracked over time. Upper
right panel: maximal intensity projection of all time points. The
arrowhead points to the Golgi complex. MTs preferentially, but
not exclusively, extend to the pole of the cell closest to the
MTOC, as shown with a rainbow red-green-blue (RGB) lookup
table (LUT). Lower right panel: tracking of several plus-ends
over 60 s (inverted green-fire-blue LUT; n526 cells, 3 not
polarized). (B) In vivo imaging of F-actin in neurons transfected
with Utr-CH–GFP. F-actin is polarized at one pole and appears
very dynamic (images representative of n515 cells).
(C) Membrane trafficking visualized in neurons transfected with
TfR–GFP. Left panels: arrowheads indicate single carriers
tracked over time. Upper right panel: maximal intensity
projection of all time points. The arrowhead points to the Golgi
complex (RGB LUT). Lower right panel: displays tracking of
several carriers over 110 s (inverted green-fire-blue LUT, n510
cells, all polarized). (D) Distribution of the exocyst component
Sec8 as visualized by immunolabelling in round neurons either
adhered to PLL (left panel, n538 cells, quantification in
supplementary material Fig. S1) or in suspension (right panel,
n525 cells, quantification in supplementary material Fig. S1).
(E) Neurons transfected with a Rab5–GFP-expressing
construct and loaded for 1 min with FM4-64. Both endocytic
markers reveal a polarized distribution of endocytic vesicles
(n54 cells, quantification of endocytic markers in
supplementary material Fig. S1). Scale bars: 5 mm.
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formed (Gärtner et al., 2012). We therefore hypothesized that
before the emergence of the first neurite, the polarity of

cytoskeleton dynamics and membrane trafficking might
reorganize their spatial orientation with time. In order to test
this hypothesis, we transfected a Golgi marker (GT-TAGRFP)
together with fluorescent reporters to mark microtubule dynamics

(EB3–GFP), F-actin dynamics (Utr-CH–GFP) or membrane-
directed traffic (TfR–GFP). Alternatively, we directly marked the
Golgi with wheat germ agglutinin (WGA). This study revealed

that MTs and membrane trafficking undergo slow and steady
rotational movements before morphological polarization together
with the Golgi (Fig. 2A,B). This co-positioning is also evident for

the Sec8 compartment and endosomes (supplementary material
Fig. S1). F-actin condensations on the cell cortex also changed
position before any sign of morphological polarity was evident,

yet the position of actin clusters did not spatially match with the
position of the Golgi (Fig. 2C). The first neurite formed at the
place where F-actin condensed and remained at a fixed position.

Only when the first neurite became evident did the Golgi complex
started to reorient towards this site (Fig. 2D). This was also the

case for microtubule growth (Fig. 2E), transport of new
membrane (Fig. 2F), localization of the exocyst (supplementary
material Fig. S2A) and endocytosis (supplementary material Fig.
S2B).

We recently demonstrated that N-cadherin condensation at one
pole precedes the outgrowth of the first neurite (Gärtner et al.,
2012). Thus, we speculated that N-cadherin clustering is

responsible for the restriction of actin dynamics to one pole. In
order to test this possibility, we analysed in parallel N-cadherin
and F-actin localization in round neurons. For this, neurons

transfected with the F-actin indicator Utr-CH–GFP were
incubated with latex microspheres coated with the extracellular
N-cadherin domain. Those beads were used in order to detect

sites of high surface expression of N-cadherin in developing
neurons, whereas tenascin-C-labelled beads served as control for
N-cadherin specificity. Time-lapse analysis demonstrated that

Fig. 2. In round neurons, polarity is not yet stable and becomes stabilized with the growth of the first neurite. (A–D) Time-lapse imaging of hippocampal
neurons transfected with constructs encoding the same GFP chimeras shown in Fig. 1 and with a probe labelling the Golgi complex (GT-TAGRFP in B and C,
WGA conjugated to Alexa Fluor 647 in A and D). Neurons were imaged for the indicated time immediately after plating. (A) Tracking of MT plus-ends in
neurons transfected with EB3–GFP at two different time points (0 and 45 min) in 1-s frames. Tracking of EB3 tips is shown in the right panel. Red arrowheads,
Golgi complex; green arrowheads: polarized orientation of MTs (images representative of n515 cells). (B) Membrane trafficking visualized in neurons
transfected with TfR-GFP. Red arrowheads, Golgi complex; green arrowheads, polarized orientation of TfR–GFP (n513 cells). (C) In vivo imaging of F-actin in
neurons transfected with Utr-CH–GFP. Red arrowheads, Golgi complex; green arrowheads, polarized orientation of F-actin condensation (n529 cells).
(D) Neurons transfected with Utr-CH–GFP in order to visualize F-actin in vivo and incubated with Alexa-Fluor-647-conjugated WGA in order to show the position
of the Golgi. Neurons were imaged for the indicated time after plating. Open arrowheads, the site of maximal F-actin condensation shifts with time and is
stabilized in one place as soon as the first neurite bud starts to extend; the Golgi complex (red, indicated by white filled arrowhead) is successively
positioned towards the first neurite (n59 cells). (E) Neurons transfected with EB3–GFP for tracking MT plus-ends. MT plus-ends are growing towards the first
bud periphery, as seen from the overlay of three subsequent time frames (shown in blue, green and red, as indicated). (F) Neurons transfected with TfR–GFP in
order to follow transport to the plasma membrane. Carriers are always transported into the first neurite. Scale bars: 5 mm.
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recruitment and stabilization of F-actin occurs at, or in the close
proximity to, the N-cadherin bead accumulation (Fig. 3A). To

quantify the colocalization, transfected neurons were fixed 2–4 h
after incubation with the coated beads and analysed for the
location of the N-cadherin or tensacin C beads with respect to the
F-actin condensation. This analysis revealed that, in the majority

of cases, F-actin fluorescence peaked in close proximity to the N-
cadherin bead (see frequency distribution of the angle between
the centre of the N-cadherin-coated bead and the maximum of

the cortical Utr-CH–GFP fluorescence in Fig. 3B), but was
independent on the localization of tenascin-C-coated beads.
Overall, these data indicate that adhesion-mediated restriction of

F-actin dynamics in the round neuron marks the place of
membrane and microtubule polarization and prepares neurons for
their first morphological polarization.

Intracellular dynamics in cultured hippocampal neurons at
the bipolar cell stage
We have previously demonstrated that in newly formed

hippocampal neurons in culture, the first neurite has the highest
chance to become the axon. We also showed that the second
neurite forms at the opposite pole (de Anda et al., 2008; Menchón

et al., 2011). Here, we set out to study the mechanisms by which
the first neurite eventually acquires specific growth characteristics
and whether or not these mechanisms are conserved in vitro and

in vivo. To tackle this issue we repeated the same series of
intracellular dynamics experiments as above for bipolar neurons
(Fig. 4).

We have previously demonstrated that in vitro the axon usually
forms from the neurite closest to the centrosome and Golgi (de
Anda et al., 2008). Moreover, we have shown that the Golgi
moves to the vicinity of the first neurite. Hence, knowing the

position of the Golgi or centrosome-MTOC allowed us to predict
which of the two neurites of the bipolar neuron in vitro would
later become the axon. First, we compared the dynamics of MTs

in the two neurites of bipolar neurons using a GFP-tagged

a-tubulin fusion protein (a-tub–GFP). We photobleached both of
the two neurites and measured the time for recovery of a-tub–

GFP. This experiment revealed identical tubulin turnover in both
neurites (Fig. 4A). To control that our assay measured real MT
turnover and not just the diffusion of a-tubulin monomers, we
repeated the experiment in the presence of the MT-stabilizing

drug taxol. As expected, there was nearly no recovery of MTs in
the presence of taxol, indicating that we were determining bona
fide MT turnover rates (Fig. 4A). To strengthen this conclusion,

we performed fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
(FRAP) experiments in cells transfected with either EB3–GFP
or YFP–doublecortin (DCX–YFP), a MT-binding protein

normally required for neuronal migration. Once more, the
recovery rates in both neurites were very similar (Fig. 4A).
These results show that even though MTs originate from the

asymmetrically positioned centrosome, MT dynamics are not
asymmetric (polarized) in bipolar neurons. We also counted the
number of EB3 comets in the two neurites after live imaging
experiments of EB3–GFP, in order to determine the proportion of

MT ends in the two neurites. This measurement did not reveal
any differences in the two neurites (Fig. 4B).

In order to compare the dynamics of F-actin in the two neurites

of bipolar neurons, we performed FRAP experiments on cells
expressing the chimeric fusion protein actin–GFP. Photobleaching
followed by analysis of the time for recovery revealed a similar

turnover in both neurites (Fig. 4C). In order to ensure that our
analysis reflected F-actin turnover rate and not the diffusion of
actin monomers, we repeated the experiment using Utr-CH–GFP.

Again, the recovery rates were comparable in both neurites
(Fig. 4C). As a further control, FRAP analysis was performed in
cells treated with the actin-stabilizing drug jasplakinolide. This
experiment revealed a similar decreased recovery of fluorescence

in both neurites (Fig. 4C).
To analyse membrane dynamics in the two neurites of bipolar

neurons, we transfected cultured hippocampal neurons with TfR–

GFP and allowed the newly synthesized protein to undergo

Fig. 3. N-cadherin recruits F-actin. (A) Hippocampal neurons were transfected with Utr-CH–GFP, in order to visualize F-actin in vivo, and incubated with N-
cadherin-coated latex microspheres before imaging the recruitment of F-actin. The N-cadherin-coated microsphere(s), which contacts the neuron between
40 and 110 min is represented in red; the green arrowhead indicates the polarized distribution of F-actin [images representative of n532 cells from two different
experiments, from which 22 (68%) showed a correlation between the bead and the actin peak]. (B) Neurons were incubated with N-cadherin- or tenascin-C-
coated latex microspheres and fixed after 2–4 h. F-actin was visualized using Utr-CH–GFP or phalloidin. Left panel: radial distribution of the mean6s.d.
fluorescent signal of actin measured in fixed neurons contacting either a N-cadherin- or a tenascin-coated bead. For each cell, the fluorescence signal is
normalized to the maximum peak, aligned to the localization of the bead (0 )̊ and averaged (N-cadherin beads, n563 cells from three different experiments;
tenascin beads, n557 cells from three different experiments). Right panels: imaging of representative neurons incubated with either N-cadherin- or tenascin-C-
coated latex microspheres. Scale bars: 5 mm.
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transport to both neurites. We then photobleached TfR–GFP in

each neurite and measured the entry of membrane carriers from
the cell body into the photobleached region. This assay revealed a
large difference between the recovery rates of the two neurites,
showing a significantly faster membrane supply into the Golgi-

proximal neurite (Fig. 5A,B). We obtained consistent results by
analysing the transport of generic or bulk membrane carriers
visualized with a palmitoylated GFP (Fig. 5C) and the transport

of the ER–Golgi intermediate compartments (ERGICs) labelled
with YFP-tagged p58 (LMAN1) (Fig. 5D; Sannerud et al., 2006).
We repeated this analysis using another membrane marker, the

TrkB receptor, a protein involved in axonal growth stimulated by

brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) (Shelly et al., 2007).

Again, we found a faster recovery of TrkB–GFP fluorescence in
the Golgi-proximal neurite (Fig. 5E). Interestingly, endocytosis,
as measured by uptake of the styryl dye FM4-64 was also more
prominent in the Golgi-proximal neurite (Fig. 5F). Taken

together, these results indicate that polarized exo-endocytosis
predisposes the Golgi-proximal neurite to have different
polarized growth.

Intracellular dynamics in bipolar neurons in situ
The previous data show that membrane turnover in bipolar

neurons in vitro is intrinsically polarized, whereas actin and MT

Fig. 4. The microtubule and the actin cytoskeleton do not show dynamic polarization in neurites of bipolar neurons either in vitro or in situ. Live
confocal imaging and corresponding FRAP analysis of cultured hippocampal neurons at the bipolar stage (0 DIV). GFP-tagged proteins are represented by use
of a red-green-blue (RGB) (A) or fire lookup table (LUT) (B), or are in green (C), and label either MTs [a-tubulin–GFP, EB3–GFP or Dcx–YFP (A,B)] or
F-actin [Utr-CH–GFP; C]. Following selective photobleaching (dashed white box) of the proximal and/or the distal neurite fluorescence recovery was monitored
for 25–60 s. (A) Representative examples of MT photobleaching experiments in neurons expressing a-tubulin–GFP (left images) and quantifications for a-
tubulin–GFP, EB3–GFP and Dcx–YFP (right graphs). Bleaching was carried out simultaneously in both neurites. Taxol (10 nM) was added as a control in a-
tubulin–GFP-expressing neurons to reduce MT dynamics. (B) Representative confocal pictures and quantification of EB3–GFP clusters (comets) in
transfected neurons at the bipolar stage. Left panel: confocal image of the cell soma with the MTOC clearly visible. Middle left: confocal image in the neurite
focal plane. Middle and right panels: EB3 comets were counted in live imaged neurons following 30 s movies in the neurite focal plane with the manual tracking
tool of Image J. The outline of the cell and the detected EB3 clusters (black dots) are shown. Lower panel: mean percentage of EB3 clusters (6s.e.m.)
distributed in either neurite from three independent experiments (.10 cells per experiment). (C) F-actin photobleaching was performed in one neurite at a time
(randomly proximal or distal) to minimize cellular stress. Only the bleaching of the proximal neurite is shown; plots represent recovery from both neurites.
Phase contrast (PC) is shown to outline the entire cell. The proximal and the distal neurite with respect to the Golgi complex have similar recovery rates in all
conditions analysed. Mean6s.e.m. recovery curves are shown (for all conditions n.30 cells, from four independent experiments). Data were analysed by
Student’s t-test. Scale bars: 5 mm. White arrowheads, Golgi and centrosome position.
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turnover are similar in the two neurites. In vivo the situation is
more complex because bipolar neurons typically migrate and it is

difficult to distinguish polarity events needed to support directed
migration, including changes in MT and actin dynamics (Reiner
and Sapir, 2009), from those specifying axon-dendritic polarity.

Therefore, we concentrated our analysis on bipolar neurons in the
lower intermediate zone, which do not show a migration

phenotype (supplementary material Fig. S4; Fig. 6A). This
population includes both neurons that will shortly undergo the
multipolar-bipolar transition (Noctor et al., 2004; Sakakibara

Fig. 5. TfR membrane carriers and endocytic
vesicles are dynamically polarized in bipolar
neurons: (A) Live confocal imaging and FRAP analysis
of hippocampal neurons at the bipolar stage (0 DIV)
expressing TfR–GFP. Fluorescence is shown with a
green-fire lookup table (LUT). Neurons were imaged
every 1 s for 50 s after photobleaching in both neurites
(red dashed boxes). Note that TfR–GFP-positive carriers
are preferentially trafficked centrifugally to the proximal
neurite following photobleaching (white arrowheads). The
open arrowhead indicates the position of the Golgi
complex. (B) Quantification of the experiment shown in A.
Left panel: average cumulative membrane supply. Right
panel: mean fluorescence (6s.e.m.) measured as the
projection area of thresholded TfR–GFP-positive carriers
normalized to the initial value and expressed as
percentage of the total fluorescence. Data are from three
independent experiments (5–10 cells per experiment).
Note the initial equal amount of packets and the higher
supply of membrane to the Golgi-proximal neurite
revealed after photobleaching. *P,0.01 (Student’s t-test).
(C) Relative bulk membrane supply, measured with the
membrane bound LSZR–GFP in the proximal and distal
neurite expressed as a percentage of the total
transported fluorescent organelles in each neuron in a
30-s time frame following bleaching of the pre-existing
fluorescent organelles in both neurites. Three
independent experiments (5–10 cells per experiment),
*P,0.01 (Student’s t-test). (D) Relative ERGIC
membrane supply calculated with p58–YFP as for C.
Three independent experiments (5–10 cells per
experiment). *P,0.01 (Student’s t-test). (E) Live confocal
imaging and FRAP analysis in cultured hippocampal
neurons. Upon bleaching of GFP-tagged TrkB within the
proximal and/or the distal neurite, fluorescence recovery
was monitored for 30–40 s. In these examples, just the
recovery of the proximal neurite is shown (dashed box).
Mean recovery curves (6s.e.m.) are shown (for all
conditions .20 cells from three independent
experiments). TrkB shows a faster supply of membrane
to the Golgi-proximal neurite (white arrowhead). *P,0.01
(Student’s t-test). In addition, the relative TrkB membrane
supply, calculated as in C, is higher in the proximal
neurite. Three independent experiments (5–10 cells per
experiment). *P,0.01 (Student’s t-test). (F) Left:
schematic representation of the endocytosis assay.
Bipolar hippocampal neurons in culture were loaded for 1
min with FM4-64, washed, briefly fixed and promptly
imaged. Middle: retrospective immunolabelling of the
Golgi (open arrowhead) with an anti-GM130 antibody.
White arrowhead indicates the polarized uptake of FM4-
64 at the Golgi-proximal neurite. Right: relative
fluorescence of FM4-64 in the two neurites (n557 cells).
*P,0.001 (Student’s t-test). Scale bars: 5 mm.
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et al., 2014) and neurons that will shortly become multipolar
(Tabata et al., 2009). We performed imaging of microtubule,
actin and membrane dynamics in these neurons. In order to

express GFP- or YFP-tagged proteins, cortical precursors were
electroporated in utero in embryonic day (E)15 embryos with the
respective constructs, and FRAP analysis was carried out in
bipolar neurons in the intermediate zone of cortical slices from

E17 embryos. We measured recovery rates of DCX–YFP, which
revealed that in the more complex environment of the brain MT
dynamics is also not polarized in any of the two opposite neurites

of bipolar neurons (Fig. 6B). The same was true for actin
turnover, which was analysed using the LifeAct–GFP construct
which labels F-actin (Riedl et al., 2008). Fig. 6C shows that in

situ actin turnover is also similar in the two neurites of bipolar
neurons. Finally, in utero transfection of E15 rat embryos with
the TrkB–GFP plasmid confirmed the preferential transport of the

receptor towards the Golgi-facing neurite in bipolar neurons
located in the lower intermediate zone (Fig. 6D).

The upstream mechanism of membrane polarization in
bipolar neurons
It is known that developing neurons in vitro respond to polarized
gradients of BDNF with axon outgrowth (Shelly et al., 2007). Our

observation that the traffic of both TfR and the BDNF receptor
TrkB is higher towards one neurite in bipolar neurons (Figs 5A,E;
Fig. 6D) suggests that polarized growth might be induced by a

gradient of BDNF. Thus, the simple reflection of bulk polarized
membrane flow might determine later polarity. However, it is
difficult to argue that a gradient of BDNF triggers higher receptor
trafficking as in vitro ligands are uniformly distributed. The

question is then what determines the polarization of membrane
carriers. One possibility is that directional membrane trafficking
is driven by the continuous polarized signalling of N-cadherin,

which we showed correlates with the first polarization of neurons
(see Fig. 3). To address this we analysed the distribution of the
endogenous N-cadherin with an antibody that recognizes an

extracellular epitope of N-cadherin. This analysis revealed that N-
cadherin is mostly enriched in one of the neurites of bipolar
neurons, being distributed along the shaft and at the tip of the

neurite (Fig. 7A). To determine whether N-cadherin might exert a
role as an asymmetric membrane transport determinant we
exposed one of the two neurites of bipolar neurons to exogenous
N-cadherin. This was accomplished by seeding hippocampal

neurons on coverslips coated with alternating stripes of N-
cadherin or PLL. Time-lapse microscopy of bipolar neurons with
the cell body and both neurites on PLL revealed that as soon as

Fig. 6. Intracellular dynamics in bipolar neurons in situ. FRAP experiments of bipolar neurons of the lower intermediate zone (IZ) in brain slices, prepared
from E17 embryos which have been electroporated with the indicated GFP or YFP tagged proteins in utero at E15. Representative confocal pictures of the
FRAP sequences are shown and below or beside the recovery curves. Upon bleaching of GFP- or YFP-tagged proteins within the proximal and/or the
distal neurite, fluorescence recovery was monitored for 40 s. In these examples just the recovery of the proximal neurite is shown. Mean recovery curves
(6s.e.m.) are shown (for all conditions .20 cells from 3 independent experiments). (A) Schematic drawing of the area imaged. VZ, ventricular zone; SVZ,
subventricular zone; CP, cortical plate. (B) Neurons expressing YFP-tagged doublecortin or (C) Lifeact–GFP (to label F-actin) do not show differences in the
recovery between the two neurites, whereas in TrkB-GFP delivery into the proximal neurite is faster (D). *P ,0.01. Scale bars: 5 mm. White arrowheads,
Golgi position.
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one of the two growing neurites contacts the N-cadherin stripe,
the Golgi moves in the direction of this neurite and that this
neurite later undergoes further growth (Fig. 7B). For quantitative

assessment of the phenomenon, we considered the number of
bipolar neurons whose cell body was far away from the N-
cadherin stripe and contacted the N-cadherin stripe just after

becoming bipolar. In 61% of those neurons the Golgi was located
at the N-cadherin-contacting pole (Fig. 7C), corroborating the
hypothesis that N-cadherin polarization might suffice to induce

not only the formation of the first asymmetry of the round cell but
also the preferential growth in the bipolar stage.

DISCUSSION
In this work, we show that the essential processes of the growth
machinery of cells, including microtubule and actin dynamics and
membrane trafficking, are strongly polarized before morphological

polarity occurs (Figs 1, 2). We demonstrate that polarized
microtubule growth and membrane trafficking change their
location with time and become restricted to the place of

morphological asymmetry only after the first neurite emerges
(Fig. 2E,F). In contrast, the polarization of actin filament growth
appears to act as a signpost for the site of formation of the first

neurite and where MT and membrane polarization later become
oriented, showing that the organization of actin is upstream of
polarized microtubule growth and membrane trafficking. Thus,
polarized distribution of intracellular components can be identified

in both the round and bipolar cell stages. However, the polarized
distribution has distinct temporal hierarchies: polarized actin
dynamics marks the site of first polarization in round cells,

whereas polarized membrane dynamics precedes asymmetric
growth in the bipolar stage.

We have previously shown that polarization of N-cadherin in the

immediate post-mitotic stage is an early and crucial mechanism in
neuronal polarity. Here, we have shown that N-cadherin
colocalizes with the F-actin accumulation (Fig. 3A,B), and we

suggest that the polarized actin dynamics observed in round
neurons is the consequence of the N-cadherin ‘cap’. This notion is
supported by previous work from our laboratory: (1) a cadherin

crescent becomes visible in Drosophila sensory neurons within
2 min after the last neurogenic progenitor division (Pollarolo et al.,
2011); (2) endogenous N-cadherin is polarized in very young round

neurons in the subventricular and intermediate zones of the mouse
embryonic cortex (Gärtner et al., 2012), indicating that it is also of
relevance in vivo; and (3) chromophore-assisted laser inactivation

of GFP–cadherin at the site of the future first neurite prevents the
formation of the first sprout indicating that cadherin clustering is an
upstream event (Pollarolo et al., 2011). In Drosophila neurons,

cadherin accumulation seems to be defined by the local clustering
and recruitment of phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate [PI(4,5)
P2], RhoA and Aurora kinase, in turn with polarized distribution

inherited from the cleavage furrow of the last division (Pollarolo
et al., 2011). It is well known that cadherin signalling affects actin
cytoskeleton dynamics (Bard et al., 2008; Ouyang et al., 2013) and
that a change in actin dynamics is sufficient to elicit neurite growth

(Bradke and Dotti, 1999). In this context, the polarization of
membrane trafficking and MT polymerization in the direction of
the newly formed neurite would then serve to stabilize the new

sprout. Whereas polarization mediated by cell–cell signalling
could explain the polarization of all neuronal types, different types
of neurons might utilize different adhesive or diffusible cell–cell

molecular determinants. Future work in different neuronal
populations will elucidate this aspect.

A second important finding was that differences in cytoskeletal
turnover are not required for the subsequent development of

morphological asymmetry: in bipolar neurons, the polarization of
actin cytoskeleton dynamics or MT dynamics (Fig. 4), does not
mark the future axon. Taking into account that MT dynamics is

polarized in neurons in vitro during (and just shortly before) axon
outgrowth, and that actin dynamics is polarized in neurons with
several neurites and during neuronal migration (Bradke and Dotti,

1999; Sakakibara et al., 2014; Solecki et al., 2009; Witte et al.,
2008) our new results suggest that polarized actin and MT
dynamics, albeit present in the earliest stages, do not contribute to

the polarity ‘memory’ at the bipolar stage, even though one of the
two neurites is in the process of becoming distinct from the other,
in morphology and dynamics.

Fig. 7. Endogenous N-cadherin is polarized in bipolar neurons. (A) Phase-contrast imaging of bipolar neurons and immunofluorescence labelling of
surface-exposed N-cadherin and the Golgi complex with antibodies to an extracellular epitope of N-cadherin and to GP130. Note the presence of N-cadherin
accumulation close to the Golgi-proximal neurite (49 cells analysed from three different experiments, 29 cells have the N-cadherin polarized towards the
Golgi side, 10 to the opposite side and 10 have a diffuse distribution). (B) Time-lapse sequence of a bipolar neuron transfected with membrane-bound GFP
and developing on PLL close to the interface between N-cadherin and PLL during the contact with N-cadherin. The Golgi complex (white arrowhead) is
recruited to the side of the soma closest to the neurite growing on N-cadherin. (C) Quantification of the percentage of neurons in which the Golgi complex is
located close to the neurite contacting N-cadherin (Golgi ON), in the middle portion of the soma (middle) or on the opposite side of the soma (OPP). Only
those neurons with two buds on PLL in which one of the two neurites has just contacted N-cadherin were analysed (60 neurons from nine experiments). The line
in the image marks the border between N-cadherin and PLL. Scale bars: 5 mm.
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Interestingly, we found that membrane turnover, in terms of
both exocytosis and endocytosis, is asymmetrically distributed in

bipolar cells (Fig. 5). One can envision that the existence of a
polarized, larger pool of membrane in one neurite serves the
function of maintaining the optimal density of molecular
complexes and receptors that can guarantee polarized growth

even under the absence of polarized external cues. Upstream of
the polarized membrane flow appears to be polarized N-cadherin.
In fact, the encounter of a growth cone of a bipolar neuron with

an N-cadherin-rich environment induces the translocation of the
Golgi to the pole of the soma facing the base of the N-cadherin-
contacting neurite and its faster growth. This observation is

consistent with the hypothesis that membrane proteins required
for polarity ‘memory’ and/or ‘consolidation’ (or otherwise
important for later steps in axon specification) are maintained

in the Golgi-proximal neurite by local membrane recycling,
which would minimize the fast lateral diffusion and prepare this
site for outgrowth. Restriction to this neurite occurs in turn by an
N-cadherin- and actin-mediated signalling. Alternatively, this

restriction in membrane delivery could also be the cause of the
accumulation of N-cadherin at this location or be a component of
a positive feed-forward process. Indeed, in bipolar neurons, in

spite of active membrane trafficking, there is no net neurite
outgrowth (for a considerable time supplementary material Fig.
S3) suggesting that exocytotic and endocytotic events are

balanced and allow very limited membrane outgrowth and
retraction.

We found a similar intracellular organization of bipolar, not-

migrating neurons in the in situ context (Fig. 6; supplementary
material Fig. S4). Even though the bipolar stage in situ does not
necessarily correspond to the exact same developmental stages in

vitro, our findings suggest that polarity mechanisms found in

dissociated neurons have relevant parallels in vivo. In the future,
it will be interesting to combine the analysis of intracellular
organization using tagged marker proteins with long-term time-

lapse imaging in order to unravel changes in intracellular
organization throughout all developmental stages in vivo. In

vivo, it has been shown that excitatory cortical neurons form their

axon either during their multipolar stage (de Anda et al., 2010;
Hatanaka and Yamauchi, 2013; Namba et al., 2014; Sakakibara
et al., 2014) or during their bipolar migrating phase (Noctor et al.,
2004; Sakakibara et al., 2014). It thus seems that neurons can

establish axonal polarity at different times, perhaps depending on
their origin. In fact, Tabata and colleagues (Tabata et al., 2009)
have shown that the migratory behaviour of neurons derived from

either radial glia progenitors or intermediate progenitors differ.
Interestingly, centrosome position in vivo is correlated with the
future axon (Andersen and Halloran, 2012; de Anda et al., 2010)

or with the ‘dominant’ process (Sakakibara et al., 2014) in
neurons that form their axon during the multipolar stage. By
contrast, in bipolar neurons, the axon forms on the opposite side

of the centrosome, which is located at the base of the leading
neurite (Sakakibara et al., 2014). This is an interesting correlation
to the in vitro situation in which the centrosome is localized at the
base of the future axon or opposite to it (de Anda et al., 2008).

In summary, our work shows that a stereotyped sequence of
events orchestrates the development of morphological polarity in
neurons. In round neurons, before any neurite is formed, a

localized cell–cell signalling machinery determines the creation
of patches of highly dynamic actin. These in turn determine a
change in membrane organization leading to the appearance of a

first sprout followed by the movement of the Golgi and

centrosomes to this site, with the consequent polarized
movement of microtubules and of membrane cargoes. In

bipolar neurons, membrane turnover is polarized to the future
axon. One of the mechanisms involved in the maintenance of
polarized membrane delivery to the first neurite seems to be the
result of polarized N-cadherin signalling. This sequence of events

is likely to be instrumental for the correct wiring and positioning
of neurons in the developing brain.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Constructs
The vector encoding GFP-Rab5 was a gift from Marino Zerial (Max

Planck Institute of Molecular Cell Biology and Genetics, Dresden,

Germany). TfR–GFP was provided by Gary Banker (Oregon Health

Sciences University, Portland, OR). The EB3–GFP vector was provided by

Niels Galjart (Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The Netherlands). Utr–GFP

was provided by William M. Bement (University of Wisconsin-Madison,

Madison, WI). For the preparation of Utr–GFP under the CAG promoter, a

BamHI/NotI fragment was cloned into a custom-made pCAGEN-MCS

vector. a-Tubulin–EGFP was obtained from Clontech (CA, USA). The

TrkB–EGFP construct with the CMV promoter was purchased from

Addgene (MA, USA) and an EcoRI/NotI fragment containing TrkB–EGFP

was cloned under the CAG promoter of the pCAGEN vector (Addgene).

Doublecortin–YFP CMV was provided by Reinhard Koester (University

Braunschweig, Germany) and a doublecortin–YFP AgeI/NotI fragment

was cloned into the pCAG-YFP vector (Addgene). Lifeact-EGFP-CMV

was provided from Frank Bradke (University Bonn, Germany) and cloned

under the pCAG promoter using EcoRI and NotI. The Golgi was

fluorescently marked by tagging a Golgi localization sequence [the N-

terminal 81 amino acids of human galactosyltransferase (Llopis et al.,

1998)] at the N-terminus with Tag-RFP (kind gift of Oliver Griesbeck,

Max Planck Institute of Neurobiology, Martinsried, Germany) or by using

a palmitoylated version of EGFP, labelling intra- and extra-cellular

membranes including the Golgi (supplementary material Fig. S1A). The

palmitoylated EGFP is an EGFP N-terminally tagged by the first 20 amino

acids of GAP-43 expressed under the control of the chicken actin promoter.

The YFP-p58 plasmid was kindly provided by Ragna Sannerud (Sannerud

et al., 2006).

Primary cultures
Rat embryonic hippocampal neurons were prepared as previously

described (Banker and Goslin, 1988) and plated at a density of 2500

cells per cm2 on poly-L-lysine (PLL)-coated coverslips. Neurons were

transfected in suspension using nucleofection (Amaxa). Transfected

neurons were kept in suspension before plating for 2 h to allow the

expression of the transgene and, at the same time, avoid the initiation of

differentiation. This procedure has the additional advantage to provide

time for the regeneration of surface molecules (N-cadherin, integrins

etc.), which might have been shed by the trypsin treatment used for

dissociation of the neuronal tissue (Takeichi and Nakagawa, 2001).

Neurons were transfected in suspension using nucleofection (Amaxa).

Culturing of neurons on patterned substrata
Coverslips with alternating stripes of N-cadherin (10 mg/ml, R&D Systems,

N-terminal extracellular domain) and PLL were prepared using silicon

matrices (provided by Susanne Lang, MPI for Developmental Biology,

Tübingen). PPL-coated coverslips were placed on top of the dry matrices

and the channels filled with the substrates and an Alexa-Fluor-568-labelled

secondary antibody in PBS. After 2 h incubation at 37 C̊, channels were

washed with PBS, coverslips were removed from the matrix and neurons

were plated immediately. The development of individual neurons was

observed on CELLocate coverslips (Eppendorf) or by time-lapse

microscopy.

Bead coating
PolybeadH microspheres (diameter, 1 mm; Polysciences), were pre-

coated for 1 h at 37 C̊ with PLL and washed. Beads were incubated
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with anti-human-Ig Alexa-Fluor-568-labelled antibody in combination

with the N-cadherin N-terminal extracellular domain (10 mg/ml, R&D

Systems) or with tenascin C (25 mg/ml; Chemicon). Following passive

adsorption, microspheres were washed in medium and added to freshly

plated neurons.

In utero electroporation
All animal experiments were approved by the Ethics Committee of the

K. U. Leuven. Plasmids were injected in the lateral ventricles of E15

mouse embryos. Pregnant Swiss mice (E 14.5) were anesthetized by

intramuscular injections of 88 mg ketamine and 132 mg xylazine per

gram of body weight, uterine horns were exposed and the plasmids (1–

2 mg/ml) mixed with Fast Green (Sigma) were microinjected in the lateral

ventricles of embryos. Five current pulses (50 ms pulse/950 ms interval)

were delivered across the head of the embryos (36 V) targeting the

dorsal-medial part of the cortex. After 2 or 3 days, mother mice were

killed and embryonic brains were cut coronally with the vibratome

(250 mm) and cultured until live imaging was performed.

Live-cell imaging, FRAP and fluorescence microscopy analysis
Neurons were transferred to PLL-coated coverslips and imaged at high

frequency in closed stainless steel chambers. Slice cultures were attached

to a glass coverslip with Matrigel (BD biosciences) and imaged. The

chambers were tightly closed to avoid pH changes. Neuronal

development and the distribution of intracellular organelles and

fluorescent beads were observed in time frames of 2–10 min by phase

contrast or epifluorescence, using the perfect focus system of a Nikon

confocal microscope equipped with a heated stage. Alternatively epi-

fluorescent images were taken using a CellR Olympus microscope

equipped with a heated stage. In some experiments the Golgi was labelled

with WGA–Alexa-Fluor-647. For this, neurons were incubated with

2.5 mg/ml WGA for 30 min, washed with pre-equilibrated medium and

imaged.

For FRAP experiments, three to five pre-bleaching images were

acquired for the baseline. Bleaching was performed with 2 to 5 pulses

on designed areas using the 488-nm laser line of an argon laser

(100 mW nominal output) at 90% power. If bleaching was not sufficient

the 514-nm laser line was also used. Fluorescence recovery was

monitored by collecting 30–120 single-section images at 1- or 2-s

intervals with low laser intensity (2% of intensity with the single 488-

nm laser line, detection at 520–650 nm). For quantitative analysis of

fluorescence recovery and bleaching correction, data were normalized

as previously described (Phair et al., 2004). Briefly, three regions of

interest (ROIs) were determined: the bleached area, the whole cell and

the background. At each time point, the average fluorescence intensity

of the background was subtracted from the average fluorescence in the

bleached area and in the whole cell. The background-corrected intensity

of the bleached area was divided by the fluorescence intensity of the

whole cell at each time point and normalized to the pre-bleaching

average.

For the analysis of fluorescence signal along the periphery of cells (F-

actin, Sec8 and endosomes) the distribution of fluorescence was measured

with a custom-made Image J routine based on the ‘oval profile’ macro

(http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/plugins/oval-profile.html). Briefly, the perimeter

of the cell was manually selected, the fluorescence signal and the position of

the bead or the Golgi were determined with the oval profile macro. Signals

were automatically aligned in Microsoft Excel to the centre of the bead (or

Golgi), normalized to their maximum intensity and averaged. The manual

tracking tool of Image J was used for tracking EB3 comets and TfR carriers.

Relative membrane supply (as labelled by palmitoylated GFP, p58,

TfR and TrkB) was calculated as the number of organelles (with a

diameter of .0.5 mm) transported in a 30-s time frame in either in the

distal or the proximal neurite. To facilitate the count of newly-transported

organelles, neurites were bleached. The values are expressed as a fraction

of the total number of transported organelles in both neurites. Images

were analysed with Image J: following automatic thresholding, the

number of organelles was determined with the inbuilt Image J ‘Particle

Analyzer’.

FM4-64 uptake in neurons
Hippocampal neurons were incubated with FM4-64FX (10 mM,

Invitrogen) for 2 min in N2 medium at 37 C̊ and under 5% CO2; then

cells were washed three times with cold N2 medium and quickly fixed at

room temperature in 4% PFA for 4 min. In order to quantify the FM4-64

signal, images were acquired at constant parameters of illumination and

gain.

Immunocytochemistry
Neurons were fixed with 4% PFA (supplemented with 1.44 M sucrose,

1 M MgCl2 and 100 mM EGTA) at 37 C̊ for 10 min or for 3 min followed

by post-fixation for 3 min in methanol at 220 C̊ for cytoskeletal stainings.

Cells were permeabilized for 3 min in 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS. After

blocking in 2% FBS, 2% BSA, and 0.2% fish gelatine in PBS, neurons

were incubated with primary antibodies for either 1 h at room temperature

or at 4 C̊ overnight. After washing in PBS, secondary Alexa-Fluor-

conjugated antibodies (Invitrogen) were added for 45 min before

embedding and imaging. The following primary antibodies were used:

anti-pericentrin and anti-bIII-tubulin (Covance); anti-GM130, anti-c-

tubulin, anti-bIII-tubulin (Sigma); anti-a-tubulin (Calbiochem); anti-tau-

1 (Chemicon); anti-phosphorylated-tyrosine (Upstate); anti-Sec8 (a kind

gift by Shu-Chan Hsu, Rutgers University, NJ). Nuclei were visualized

using Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen). N-cadherin on the surface of neurons

was detected by incubating neurons after fixation without permeabilization

with an antibody recognizing a surface epitope of N-cadherin (clone GC-4,

Sigma). Vibratome 100-mm sections of embryonic brains were

permeabilized and blocked at 4 C̊ for 2 h in PBS with 0.3% Triton X-

100, 3% BSA and 3% goat serum, incubated with the primary antibody (rb

Tbr2, Abcam) at 4 C̊ overnight and the secondary Alexa-Fluor-conjugated

antibodies for 3 h at room temperature.
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